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Abstract: Cross-correlation between the fluctuations of13CR-HR interactions affects the relaxation behavior
of two-spin coherences (zero- and double-quantum coherences) involving the13CR nuclei of two successive
amino acid residues. The cross-correlation rates are shown to depend on a dihedral angleΣ defined by two
planes subtended by the atoms{HR(i-1),13CR(i-1),13CR(i)} and{13CR(i-1),13CR(i),HR(i)}. This dihedral angle
is related to the secondary structure of a protein, and can be used as a constraint in various protein structure
calculation protocols.

Introduction

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has proven to be a
reliable method to determine the structure of proteins in
solution.1 Nuclear Overhauser effects (NOE’s) provide a
measure of the spatial separation between two nuclei,2 but the
scarcity of long-range NOE’s generally makes it difficult to
completely determine the structure of a protein from NOE’s
alone. Long-range scalar coupling constants can be empirically
related to backbone dihedral angles to provide further structural
constraints,3-5 although there is a lack of information about the
backboneψ angle. Residual dipolar couplings in dilute liquid-
crystalline environments (bicelles or suspensions of bacterioph-
age) yield the orientation of bond vectors with respect to a
common director, and hence with respect to each other.6,7

Interference effects between two relaxation mechanisms furnish
a direct measure of backbone dihedral angles in proteins.
Reif et al.8 used cross-correlation between the15N-HN and
13CR-HR dipolar interactions to estimate hitherto inaccessible
ψ angles. Yang et al.9-11 demonstrated that this angle can also
be obtained from cross-correlation between the chemical shift
anisotropy (CSA) of carbonyl13C′ and the13CR-HR dipolar
interaction. These methods were extended by our group.12,13We
have also shown that the backbone angleφ can be estimated in
a similar way.14

In this paper, cross-correlation between pairs of13CR-HR

dipolar interactions is measured to estimate the angleθ
subtended between two consecutive13CR-HR bond vectors in
a protein. This angle depends on a dihedral angle, which we
call Σ, which is defined by two planes subtended by the atoms
{HR(i-1),13CR(i-1),13CR(i)} and{13CR(i-1),13CR(i),HR(i)}. The
angleΣ is related to the secondary structure, and information
aboutΣ allows one to refine structure calculation protocols.

Theory and Design of Experiments

Assuming overall isotropic tumbling, the cross-correlation rate
R(θ) is given by

where θ is the angle subtended between successive13CR-HR bond
vectors,rCH is the CRHR internuclear distance (assumed to be 1.12 Å),15

S2 is the generalized Lipari-Szabo order parameter,τC is the overall
correlation time for molecular rotational diffusion, and all the other
symbols have their usual meaning.

A pulse sequence which allows one to determine the angleθ is
depicted in Figure 1. The magnetization of the amide proton HN is
transferred to15N and then to the13CR’s of the same (i) and of the
previous (i-1) residue in the fashion of an HNCA experiment,16

utilizing 1J(NCR) ∼ 7-11 Hz and2J(CRN) ∼ 4-9 Hz. At this stage of
the sequence, there are four relevant components of the density oper-
ator: Nx(i), 2Ny(i)CR

z(i), 2CR
z(i-1)Ny(i), and 4CR

z(i-1)Nx(i)CR
z(i).

To maximize the amplitude of the last term a transfer delay 2τ3 ) 50
ms is chosen, so that sin[π1J(NCR)2τ3] sin[π2J(CRN)2τ3] ≈ 0.8-0.9.
The offspring of the second and third operators is eliminated by
alternatingφ3 while keeping the receiver phase constant. For the
sake of simplicity, we will omit the indices in the following, e.g.
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4CR
z(i-1)Nx(i)CR

z(i) is simply denoted 4CRzNxCR
z. All nuclei placed

before the symbol N belong to the previous residue while the nuclei
placed after N belong to the same residue. Two-spin coherences are
then excited 4CRzNxCR

z f 4CR
yNzCR

y by the application of a13C (π/2)x
pulse and 15N (π/2)y pulse. A set of two complementary two-
dimensional experiments has been designed to measure the conversion
process 4CRyNzCR

y f 16CR
xHR

zNzCR
xHR

z due to cross-correlation.12-14,17

Experiment I allows one to measure signals proportional to the initial
term SI ) <4CR

yNzCR
y>, while experiment II provides signalsSII )

<16CR
xHR

zNzCR
xHR

z>. These experiments differ only in the evolution
under scalar couplings in the relaxation periodT of Figure 1. In
experiment I all scalar couplings are refocused, while in experiment
II, the two J(CRHR) couplings are active during 4∆1 ) [2J(CRHR)]-1.
Since both ZQ- and DQ-coherences contained in the operator 4CR

yNzCR
y

have to be retained, phase cycling cannot be used to separate the
remaining terms Nz and 4CR

yNzCR
y. Therefore, the carbonπ/2-pulse

(marked with an asterisk in Figure 1) that converts 4CR
yNzCR

y f
4CR

zNzCR
z is omitted in a second series of scans while the receiver

phase is reversed. The cross-correlation rate of eq 1 can be determined
from the ratio of the signal intensities:

The π pulses are positioned so that the effects of CSA/DD cross-
correlations are averaged out in both experiments I and II.13 Evolution
of the 15N chemical shift in a constant-time fashion int1 during the
reconversion processes 4CR

zNxCR
z f 2NyHN

z allows one to obtain a
dispersion of resonances in the manner of heteronuclear single-quantum
correlation (HSQC) spectroscopy.

However, there is a complication that might hamper the analysis.
The zero- and double-quantum spectra associated with the coherence
4CR

yNzCR
y both consist of a doublet-of-doublets split by two different

1J(CRHR) couplings. Since the values of these two coupling constants
are nearly equal, the two central lines overlap, so that the secular
approximation is inappropriate. As a consequence, the cross-correlation
rate measured through eq 2 can deviate fromR(θ) of eq 1 by an amount
that has a maximum given by the off-diagonal element in the Liouville

matrix,13 which is equal to1/4(Rii - Rai - Ria + Raa), whereRii , Rai, Ria,
andRaaare the auto-relaxation rates of density operator terms 4CyNzCy,
8CxHzNzCy, 8CyNzCxHz, and 16CxHzNzCxHz which are in-phase and
antiphase with respect to the HR(i-1) and HR(i) protons. To first
approximation, these rates can be written asRia ≈ Rii + 1/T1{HR(i)},
Rai ≈ Rii + 1/T1{HR(i-1)}, Raa≈ Rii + 1/T1{HR(i)} + 1/T1{HR(i-1)},
where 1/T1{HR} denotes the spin-lattice relaxation rate of the relevant
HR nucleus due to the proton-proton dipole-dipole interactions. Hence,
the deviation from eq 1 is very small.

Results and Discussion

The angleθ depends on the dihedral angleΣ between two
planes subtended by the atoms{HR(i-1),13CR(i-1),13CR(i)} and
{13CR(i-1),13CR(i),HR(i)}. The anglesΣ, ψ, andφ are drawn in
Figure 2. Assuming that the four atoms HN(i), N(i), C′(i-1),
and O(i-1) lie in a plane (i.e.ω ) 180°) we can derive the
following relationship

The angleΣ is given by [ψ(i-1) + φ(i)] (Σ ) 180° when
the two HR atoms lie in the same plane as the two CR atoms

(17) Felli, I. C.; Richter, C.; Griesinger, C.; Schwalbe, H.J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 1999, 121, 1956.

Figure 1. Pulse sequences employed for the measurement of cross-correlation ratesR(Σ). Narrow and wide rectangles indicateπ/2 andπ pulses.
The fixed delays are set toτ1 ) 2.5 ms,τ2 ) 5.4 ms,τ3 ) 25 ms, and∆ ) [8J(CRHR)]-1 ) 0.89 ms. The bold-outlined rectangles in experiment
I are placed so that the scalar couplings are refocused. In experiment II these pulses (dashed rectangles) are shifted to allow evolution under
J(CRHR). The relaxation delayT must be either very small or a multiple of 1/J(CRCâ) to prevent losses due to evolution under this coupling. The
evolution in the15N dimension occurs int1 in a constant-time manner during the conversion of 4CR

zNxCR
z into 2NyHN

z. Unless specified otherwise,
all pulses are applied along thex-axis. The phase cycle is as follows:φ1 ) y, -y, y, -y, y, -y, y, -y; φ2 ) x, x, -x, -x, x, x, -x, -x; φ3 ) x,
x, x, x, -x, -x, -x, -x, receiver phaseφrec ) x, -x, -x, x, x, -x, -x, x. The pulse marked with an asterisk is applied in the first 8 scans and
omitted in the second series of 8 scans, while the receiver phase is reversed between the first and second series of eight scans, to distinguish
4CR

yNzCR
y from Nz.

SII

SI
)

exp(R(θ)T) - exp(-R(θ)T)

exp(R(θ)T) + exp(-R(θ)T)
) tanh[R(θ)T] (2)

Figure 2. Fragment of the backbone of a protein. Theθ angle is
subtended between two bond vectors13CR(i-1)-HR(i-1) and
13CR(i)-HR(i) in successive amino acids. TheΣ angle is the dihedral
angle between the planes defined by the atoms{HR(i-1),13CR(i-1),13CR-
(i)} and{13CR(i-1),13CR(i),HR(i)}.

cosθCH,CH ) -0.106+ 0.894 cos(ψ + φ + 180°) (3)
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and on the same side with respect to the CR(i-1)-CR(i) axis).
Knowledge of the relative orientation of consecutive13CRHR

vectors allows one to define the backbone structure. A concerted
change ofφ andψ in opposite directions is possible, without
affectingΣ. This degree of freedom defines the orientation of
the peptide plane with respect to the CRHR vectors.

In Figure 3 the theoretical rate derived from eq 1 is plotted
as a function of the two anglesφ and ψ. The regions
corresponding toR-helices andâ-strands are outlined. Note that
the anglesφ andψ refer to consecutive amino acids, in contrast
to the angles represented in Ramachandran plots.

In the derivation of eq 3, an ideal geometry was assumed.
Deviations from ideality may become important when the
vectors are separated by many bonds. To evaluate the errors
due to nonideal structures, the relationship between cosθ and
cos Σ was statistically investigated in Figure 4 for eighteen
proteins from the Protein Data Bank for which crystal structures
were available with a resolution better than 2.2 Å. Where absent,
protons were inserted into the structures using the program
MolMol.18 Linear regression of the data yielded a correlation
coefficient of 0.99 (see Figure 4a) and the following relationship
betweenθ andΣ was obtained:

The coefficients in eqs 3 and 4 are very similar, suggesting that
the assumption underlying the derivation of eq 3 (notably the
planarity of the peptide bond) is largely justified. To correlate
the angleΣ with secondary structural elements, the proteins of
the database mentioned above were examined. The secondary
structure was evaluated using the algorithm of Kabsch and
Sander19 which utilizes hydrogen-bonding patterns. Residues
belonging toR-helices andâ-sheets were then collected into a
database. Only residues for which the previous residue also
belong to the same segment of secondary structure were
included. For example, a residue is classified as representative
of an R-helix only if the previous residue also belongs to the

sameR-helix. The databases corresponding toR-helices and
â-sheets were further restricted by excluding residues which
did not fulfill the Ramachandran most-favored angles (100° e
ψ e 180° for â-sheets, and-20° e ψ e -80° for R-helices).5

This yielded a total of 430 residues inâ-sheet regions and 539
in R-helical regions. The frequency of occurrence of the dihedral
anglesΣ in this database is shown in Figure 4b. The mean values
of the dihedral angleΣ were found to be 21.0° ( 22.9° in the
â-sheets and-104.7° ( 9.0° in R-helices. The spread of theΣ
angles is larger inâ-sheets than inR-helices. Two consecutive
13CR-HR bond vectors are oriented approximately antiparallel
in â-sheets and roughly orthogonal inR-helices.

The experiments of Figure 1 were applied to15N,13C-labeled
human ubiquitin and the ratesR(θ) were estimated by fitting
eq 2 to the experimental data withT ) 25 ms. Figure 5 (top)
shows a comparison between the theoretical and experimental
ratesR(θ). The abcissae of the experimental points have been
determined by deriving the anglesΣ appropriate for the relevant
pairs of neighboring amino acids from the X-ray structure of
ubiquitin.20 All glycine residues and the residues immediately
following them were removed, since the relaxation in these
systems is complicated due to the presence of two HR nuclei in
each glycine. The rates are negative (-13.5 ( 3.6 s-1) in
R-helices, whereas those inâ-sheets are positive (16.9( 7.1
s-1), as expected from Figure 3. Thus, a series of consecutive
negative ratesR(Σ) are indicative of the presence of anR-helix
whereas a series of consecutive positive rates indicates the
presence of aâ-strand.

(18) Konradi, R.; Billeter, M.; Wu¨thrich, K. J. Mol. Graphics1996, 14,
51.

(19) Kabsch, W.; Sander, C.Biopolymers1983, 22, 2577.
(20) Vijay-Kumar, S.; Bugg, C. E.; Cook, C. J.J. Mol. Biol. 1987, 194,

531.

Figure 3. Plot of cross-correlation rateR(φ+ψ) in eq 1 according to
eq 3. The regions ofR-helices, parallelâ-sheets, and antiparallel
â-sheets are indicated. The rates are negative for residues inR-helices
and positive for residues inâ-sheets. In the top-right corner, a cross-
section along the diagonal of the grid plot showsR(Σ) ) R(φ+ψ).

cosθ ) -0.09+ 0.894 cos(Σ + 180°) (4)

Figure 4. (a) Linear regression of cosθ against cos(Σ + 180°). When
the two HR atoms lie in the same plane as the two CR atoms and on the
same side with respect to the CR(i-1)-CR(i) axis,Σ ) 180°. The points
represent angles calculated from the X-ray structures for 18 proteins
from the Protein Data Bank (see Supporting Information). (b) The
frequency of occurrence of dihedral anglesΣ of R-helices andâ-sheets,
selected as described in the text.
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The long delayT ≈ 1/J(CRCâ) ≈ 25 ms might cause
significant signal losses in larger proteins. To overcome this
problem, one can insert a band-selective CR refocusing pulse
in the middle of T to prevent evolution underJ(CRCâ).10

However, this approach brings about undesirable complications.
On the one hand, one has to account for cross-correlation effects
that occur during the band-selective pulse, which may typically
have a duration of 2-3 ms. Since cross-correlation rates
involving two 13CRHR interactions areγC/γN ≈ 2.5 times larger
than those involving one13CRHR and one15NHN interaction,
the effects of relaxation during a band-selective pulse are much
more pronounced than in previous experiments.9-14 On the other

hand, it is not possible to refocus all CR spins without affecting
at least some of the Câ spins. Indeed, the chemical shifts of Câ

belonging to threonines and serines lie in the CR region.
Furthermore, the effects of imperfections of band-selective
pulses are exacerbated since each two-spin coherence involves
two CR spins, in contrast to previous experiments. For larger
proteins we therefore propose to use small delaysT ,
1/J(CRCâ), so that losses due to evolution under these scalar
couplings are minimized. Since the protonπ pulses need to be
shifted in experiment II to allow evolution ofJ(CRHR), the delay
T cannot be made shorter than [2J(CRHR)]-1 ) 3.6 ms. The
signal intensities are attenuated by a factor of cos2{πJ(CRCâ)-
T}, which implies a loss of 17 or 34% forT ) 4 or 6 ms. The
rates shown in Figure 5 (bottom) have been measured withT
) 6 ms.

At T ) 6 ms the errors are larger than forT ) 25 ms. The
errors are almost entirely due to experiment II. At the beginning
of the build-up (i.e. atT ) 6 ms) the amplitude of 16CxHzNzCxHz

is proportional toR(θ)T. Since the cross-correlation rate is
proportional to the correlation timeτC, the build-up rate increases
with the size of the molecules. However, the conversion NxHR

z

f 4CR
zNxCR

z in the interval 2τ3, which requires about 50 ms,
leads to significant signal losses in large proteins (the duration
of the sequence, excludingT, is 6τ1 + 4τ3 ≈ 115 ms). At high
magnetic fields, the experiments can be modified by using spin-
state selective methods to benefit from the so-called TROSY
effect.21 Another source of error might be caused by variations
of J(CRHR). Since the rates measured forT ) 6 and 25 ms were
found to be the same within experimental error, these errors
are believed to be small.

Conclusions

We have developed a method to measure the effects of cross-
correlation of the fluctuations of two13CR-HR dipolar interac-
tions on the relaxation of two-spin coherences involving two
consecutive13CR nuclei. These effects allow us to determine
the dihedral angleΣ between the planes defined by the atoms
{HR(i-1),13CR(i-1),13CR(i)} and{13CR(i-1),13CR(i),HR(i)}. This
angle is indicative of the secondary structure in proteins and
may be used in conjunction with other dihedral angles to refine
structure calculation protocols.
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Figure 5. Cross-correlation rates in ubiquitin at 303 K and 14 T. The
experimental ratesR(θ), derived with eq 2 from data recorded with
the experiments of Figure 1 using a Bruker Avance 600 MHz
spectrometer, are plotted as a function of the dihedral angleΣ derived
from the X-ray structure of ubiquitin, forT ) 6 (bottom) and 25 ms
(top). The curves represent the theoretical dependence predicted from
eqs 1-3 for order parametersS2 ) 1, 0.90, and 0.76. The overall
correlation time was assumed to beτc ) 4.1 ns andrCH ) 1.12 Å. The
amino acids leucine-73 (L73) and arginine-72 (R72) are near the highly
mobile C-terminus. Glutamic acid-34 (E34) is the last residue of an
R-helix. For the assignments of the other data points to individual amino
acids, see the Supporting Information.
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